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 .The notion of a C, C -contraction type multivalued mapping is introduced. This
notion is a generalization of the notion of C-contraction introduced by T. L. Hicks
 .Uni¨ . u No¨om Sadu Zb. Rad. Prirod.-Mat. Fak. Ser. Mat. 13, 1983, 63]72 . A
 .fixed point theorem for C, C -contraction is proved. An application on the
existence of a random fixed point for random operator f : M = V ª M, where
 .  .M, d is a separable metric space and V, A, m a measure space with a decom-
 .posable measure of NSA -type, is given. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of a probabilistic metric space was introduced in 1942 by K.
Menger and since then the theory of probabilistic metric spaces has
w xdeveloped in many directions 13 . Some fixed point results have been
w xobtained for single valued and multivalued mappings 5, 6, 12, 17 .
By D we shall denote the set of all distribution functions F such that
 .  w xF 0 s 0 F is a nondecreasing, left continuous mapping from R into 0, 1
 . .so that sup F x s 1 .x g R
 .The ordered pair S, F is a probabilistic metric space if S is a nonempty
  .set and F : S = S ª D is a symmetric function F p, q is denoted by
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 . .F , for every p, q g S = S , which satisfies the following conditions:p, q
 .  .  .1 F x s 1, for every x ) 0 « u s ¨ u, ¨ g S .u, ¨
 .  .  .  .2 F x s 1 and F y s 1 « F x q y s 1 for u, ¨ , w g Su, ¨ ¨ , w u, w
 .and x, y g 0, ` .
 .  .A Menger space is a triple S, S , T , where S, F is a probabilistic
metric space, T is a t-norm, and for every u, ¨ , w g S and every s, t ) 0
F s q t G T F s , F t . .  .  . .u , w u , ¨ ¨ , w
w x w x w xRecall that a mapping T : 0, 1 = 0, 1 ª 0, 1 is called a t-norm if the
following conditions are satisfied:
w xT a, 1 s a, for every a g 0, 1 ; .
w xT a, b s T b , a , for every a, b g 0, 1 ; .  .
w xa G b , c G d « T a, c G T b , d , for every a, b , c, d g 0, 1 ; .  .
w xT a, T b , c s T T a, b , c , for every a, b , c g 0, 1 . .  . .  .
 .The e , l -topology in S is introduced by the family of neighbourhoods
given by
U s U e , l , 4 .  .  .  .¨ , e , l gS= 0, ` = 0, 1¨
where
U e , l s u; F e ) 1 y l . 4 .  .¨ u , ¨
 .  .If t-norm T is such that sup T x, x s 1 then S is, in the e , l -x -1
topology, a metrizable topological space.
The first result on the existence of the fixed point in a Menger space
 . w xS, F, min was obtained in 15 .
In 1972, V. M. Sehgal and A. T. Bharucha-Reid introduced the notion of
a contraction mapping in probabilistic metric spaces.
 .DEFINITION 1. Let S, F be a probabilistic metric space and f : S ª S.
 .The mapping f is called a B-contraction if there exists a k g 0, 1 such
that for all points p, q g S and all u ) 0
F ku G F u . .  .f p , f q p , q
w x  .In 15 it was proved that any B-contraction on a Menger space S, F, T ,
where t-norm T is min, has a unique fixed point.
w xH. Sherwood 16 showed that for any Archimedean t-norm T there
 .exists a complete Menger space S, F, T and a B-contraction f : S ª S
 .such that Fix f s B.
w xRecently, R. M. Tardiff 19 proved the following theorem.
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 .THEOREM A. Let S, F, T be a complete probabilistic metric space and
  . T a continuous t-norm which is stronger then T T x, y s max x q y yL L
4.1, 0 . If for all p, q g S
`
ln u dF u - ` .H p , q
1
then any B-contraction f : S ª S has a unique fixed point.
w xThe following definition was introduced by T. L. Hicks 7 .
 .DEFINITION 2. Let S, F be a probabilistic metric space and f : S ª S.
 .The mapping f is a C-contraction if there is a k g 0, 1 such that for
every p, q g S and x ) 0 the following implication holds:
F x ) 1 y x « F kx ) 1 y kx. .  .p , q f p , f q
 . w xIf S, F, T is a Menger space with T G T , then V. Radu proved 12L
that f : S ª S is a C-contraction if and only if f is a metric contraction on
 .the metric space S, b where b is defined by
b p , q s inf h; F hq ) 1 y h p , q g S . .  .  . 4p , q
w xIn 14 it was proved that a B-contraction need not be a C-contraction
and a C-contraction need not be a B-contraction.
2. PRELIMINARIES
As a multivalued generalization of the notion of a C-contraction we
 .shall introduce the notion of a C, C -contraction, where C : R ª R ,q q
w .R s 0, ` .q
Let 2S be the family of all nonempty subsets of S.
 . SDEFINITION 3. Let S, F be a probabilistic metric space and f : S ª 2 .
 .The mapping f is called a C, C -contraction, where C : R ª R , if forq q
every p, q g S and every x ) 0 we have the implication
F x ) 1 y x « for e¨ery u g fp there exists .p , q
¨ g fq such that F C x ) 1 y C x . .  . .u , ¨
 .  .  .If C x s kx, x ) 0, k g 0, 1 then a C, C -contraction f : S ª S is a
C-contraction.
 .DEFINITION 4. Let S, F be a probabilistic metric space, M : S, and
f : M ª 2S. We say that f is weakly demicompact if for every sequence
 4  .x from M such that x g fx n g N andn ng N nq1 n
lim F « s 1, for e¨ery « ) 0, .x , xnq 1 nnª`
 4there exists a convergent subsequence x .n k g Nk
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 .Let A be a nonempty set of S, where S, F is a probabilistic metric
 . w xspace. The function D ? : R ª 0, 1 defined byA q
D u s sup inf F s , u g R .  .A p , q q
p , qgAs-u
is called the probabilistic diameter of A and the set A is probabilistic
bounded if
sup D u s 1. .A
ugRq
If A is a probabilistic bounded subset of S then the Kuratowski
 . w x w xfunction a ? : R ª 0, 1 of the set A is defined by 3A q
a u s sup « ; « G 0, there is a finite family A , such that 4 .A j jgJ
A s A and D u G « , for every j g J .D j A 5j
jgJ
 . w x w xand the Hausdorff function b ? : R ª 0, 1 of the set A by 17A q
b u s sup « ; « G 0, there exists a finite subset A of S . A f
Äsuch that F u G « , . 5A , A f
where
ÄF u s sup inf sup F s .  .A , B x , y
xgAs-u ygB
and A and B are probabilistic bounded subsets of S.
S  .A mapping f : K ª 2 K ; S is densifying on K with respect to the
function g , which is the Kuratowski function a or the Hausdorff function
 .b , if f K is probabilistic bounded subset of S and for every B ; K,
g u F g u , for every u ) 0 « B is precompact. 1 .  .  .f B . B
w xSome fixed point theorems for densifying mappings are proved in 6, 17 .
Remark 1. Suppose that S is complete. Every densifying mapping on
M ; S is a weakly demicompact mapping. Indeed, let f : M ª 2S be a
 4densifying mapping. If x is a sequence from M such that x g fxn ng N nq1 n
 .  4n g N then for g g a , b we have that
g u s g u , for every u ) 0 .  . x ; nG 24  x ; nG14n n
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 4 w 4xand so from x ; n G 1 : f x ; n G 1 we have thatnq1 n
g u F g u s g u . .  .  .f w x ; nG14x  x ; nG14  x ; nG14n nq1 n
 . Since f is densifying with respect to g we have, using 1 for B s x ;n
4n G 1 , that B is a precompact set. Hence there exists a convergent
 4subsequence x .n k g Nk
By M we shall denote the set of all functions C : R ª R such that Cq q
is a nondecreasing function and such that
`
nC u - `, for every u g R , . q
ns1
where
C n u s C ? C ? ??? ? C u , u g R . .  . q^ ` _
n-times
n .  .It is obvious that for every x ) 0, lim C x s 0 and C x - x. Thenª`
 4  .function qx , q g 0, 1 is obviously in M.
 .By cl S we shall denote the family of all nonempty closed subsets of S.
3. ON TRIANGULAR NORM OF h-TYPE
w x  .  4O. Hadzic proved 5 that Fix f s x; x g S, fx s x / B also in theÏÂ
 .case when f : S ª S is a B-contraction and S, F, T is a Menger space
  .4with a t-norm T which satisfies the condition that the family t x isn ng N
equicontinuous at the point x s 1.
 .Here, t x is defined byn
t x s T x , x ; .  .1
w xt x s T t x , x for every n G 2, x g 0, 1 . .  . .n ny1
  .4A nontrivial example of a t-norm T such that t x is an equicon-n ng N
 w x.tinuous family at the point x s 1 the so-called h-type t-norm T 12 is
the following one.
 4Let T be a continuous t-norm and for every m g N j 0 ,
w ym ymy1 xI s 1 y 2 , 1 y 2 .m
If
T x , y s 1 y 2ym .
ym y1 mq1 ym mq1 ymq 2 T 2 x y 1 q 2 , 2 y y 1 q 2 .  . .
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 .  .  4  .for x, y g I = I and T x, y s min x, y for x, y f D I =m m mg N j 04 m
  .4I then the family t x is equicontinuous at the point x s 1.m n ng N
If a t-norm T is Archimedean then it cannot be of h-type. Namely, in
 .  .this case for every x, y g 0, 1 there exists n g N such that t x - y andn
  .4so the family t x cannot be equicontinuous at the point x s 1.n ng N
 w x.It is well known Ling 9 that T is a continuous t-norm if and only if
there is a finite infinite sequence of pairwise disjoint and open subintervals
 .4 w xa , b of 0, 1 and a sequence of continuous Archimedean t-normsk k k g K
 4T so thatk k g K
¡ a y a b y ak k
a q b y a T , , a, b g a , b .  .k k k k k k~  /b y a b y aT a, b s . k k k k¢  4min a, b , otherwise.
 . : 4In this case we shall use the notation T f a , b , T , k g K . Ifk k k
T s min then T f B.
 .U U UHence, if there is some b s 1, then T is Archimedean on a , 1k k k
 . : 4and T f a , b , T , k g K cannot be of h-type.k k k
The following proposition holds.
PROPOSITION. A continuous t-norm T is of h-type if and only if T f
 . : 4a , b , T , k g K and sup b - 1 or sup a s 1.k k k k k
w x  w x.Proof. Ling 9 see also 13 proved that T is continuous if and only if
 . : 4T f a , b , T , k g K with Archimedean continuous summands Tk k k k
 .k g K .
 .a Suppose that T is of h-type. Then b - 1, for every k g N. Sincek
 . 4the system a , b k g K is disjoint we have that sup b - 1 or supk k k
b s sup a s 1. The case sup b s 1 and sup a - 1 is impossible, sincek k k k
in this case sup b s max b s b U s 1, for some kU g K, which leads tok k k
a contradiction.
 .b Suppose that sup b - 1 or sup a s 1 and prove that T is ofk k
 .h-type. If sup b - 1 then t x s x, for any x ) sup b , and so T is ofk n k
h-type. Let sup a s 1. Then for any « ) 0 there is a k g K such thatk
 .1 y « - a and so for x G a , t x G a ) 1 y « . This means that T isk k n k
of h-type.
 . : 4Remark 2. If T f a , b , T , k g K and sup b - 1 or sup a sk k k k k
1, then T is of h-type for any summands T not only for continuous andk
.  .Archimedean summands T , k g K . It is enough to repeat part b in thek
proof of the Proposition. Hence, if
yk yky1 :  4T f 1 y 2 , 1 y 2 , T , k g N j 0 . 4
 yk .then we have sup a s sup 1 y 2 s 1.k
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4. A FIXED POINT THEOREM FOR A
 .C,C -CONTRACTION
 .  .THEOREM 1. Let S, F, T be a complete Menger space, sup T x, x sx -1
 .  .  .1, M g cl S , f : M ª cl M a C, C -contraction, where C g M. If f is
weakly demicompact or T is of h-type then there exists at least one element
x g M such that x g fx.
 .Proof. Let x g M, x g fx . Let s ) 1. Since F s G 0 it follows0 1 0 x , x1 0
 .  .that F s ) 1 y s. The mapping f is a C, C -contraction and so therex , x1 0
  ..  .exists x g fx such that F C s ) 1 y C s . Similarly, it follows that2 1 x , x2 1
 .there exists x g fx n G 3 such thatn ny1
F C ny1 s ) 1 y C ny1 s . 2 .  .  . .x , xn ny1
 .From 2 it follows that for every « ) 0
lim F « s 1. 3 .  .x , xn nq1nª`
n .  .Indeed, since lim C s s 0, for every « ) 0 and l g 0, 1 therenª`
 . n .  4  .exists n « , l g N such that C s F min « , l , for every n G n « , l ,1 1
and so
F « G F C n s ) 1 y C n s ) 1 y l .  .  . .x , x x , xnq 1 n nq1 n
 .  .for every n G n « , l , which means 3 .1
 .If f is weakly demicompact from 3 it follows that there exists a
 4convergent subsequence x .n k g Nk
Suppose that the t-norm T is of h-type and prove that the sequence
 4x is convergent. Since S is complete it is enough to prove thatn ng N
 4  .x is a Cauchy sequence, i.e., that for every « ) 0 and l g 0, 1n ng N
 .  .there exists n « , l g N such that F « ) 1 y l, for every n G2 x , xnq p n





X .converges, for every « ) 0 there exists n « , s g N such that
`
nC s - « . .
X .nsn « , s
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X .Hence, for every n G n « , s we have that
F « G T T ??? T F C nyp s , .   .  .x , x x , xnq pq1 n nqpq1 nqp^ ` _
p-times
F C nqpy1 s , . . . , F C n s . .  . . . /x , x x , x/ /nq p nqpy1 nq1 n
 . n .  .If n s g N is such that C s - 1 for n G n s we have that for
Y . Y .   . X .4n G n « , s , n « , s s max n s n « , s ,
F « G T T ??? T 1 y C nqp s , .   . x , xnq pq1 n ^ ` _
p-times
1 y C nqpy1 s , . . . , 1 y C n s . .  .. . .
From this it follows that
F « G t 1 y C n s 4 .  .  . .x , x pnq pq1 n
Y .for every n G n « , s , and every p g N.
  .4Since the family t x is equicontinuous at the point x s 1, forp pg N
 .  .  .every l g 0, 1 there exists d l g 0, 1 such that
t 1 y d l ) 1 y l, for every p g N. 5 .  . .p
Z  . n .  . Z  .If n s, l is such that C s - d l for every n G n s, l , we have from
 .  .4 and 5 that
F « ) 1 y l .x , xnq pq1 n
 .for every n G n s, « , l , where2
n s, « , l s max nZ s, l , nY « , s . 4 .  .  .2
 4This means that x is a Cauchy sequence and since S is completen ng N
it follows that there exists
lim x s x .n
nª`
 4Hence in both cases there exists a subsequence x such thatn k g Nk
lim x s x .nkkª`
It remains to prove that x g fx. Since fx s fx, we shall prove that
 .x g fx, i.e., that for every « ) 0 and l g 0, 1 there exists b g fx such« , l
that
F « ) 1 y l. 6 .  .x , b« ,l
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 .  .  .  .Since sup T x, x s 1, for l g 0, 1 there exists d l g 0, 1 suchx -1
  .  .. X .  .that T 1 y d l , 1 y d l ) 1 y l. If d l g 0, 1 is such that
T 1 y d X l , 1 y d X l ) 1 y d l .  .  . .
Y .   . X .4and d l s min d l , d l we have that
T 1 y d Y l , T 1 y d Y l , 1 y d Y l .  .  . . .
G T 1 y d l , T 1 y d X l , 1 y d X l .  .  . . .
G T 1 y d l , 1 y d l ) 1 y l. .  . .
 .Since lim x s x there exists k g N such that F «r3 ) 1 yk ª` n 1 x, xk nkY .d l , for every k G k . Let k g N be such that1 2
«
YF ) 1 y d l , for every k G k . .x , x 2 /n n q1k k 3
 .The existence of such a k follows by 3 .2
 .  Y .4Let t g R be such that C t - min «r3, d l and k g N such0 q 0 3
 .  .that F t ) 1 y t , for k G k . Since f is a C, C -contraction therex , x 0 0 3nk
exists b g fx such that« , l
F C t ) 1 y C t .  . .x , b 0 0n q1 « , lk
and so
«
YF G F C t ) 1 y C t ) 1 y d l , .  .  . .x , b x , b l 0 0 /n q1 e , l n q1 « ,k k3
for k ) k .3
 4If k G max k , k , k we have that1 2 3
« « «
F « G T F , T F , F .x , b x , x x , x x , b l /  /  /« , l n n n q1 n q1 « , / /k k k k3 3 3
G T 1 y d Y l , T 1 y d Y l , 1 y d Y l ) 1 y l .  .  . . .
 .and 6 is proved. Hence, x g fxs fx which means that x is a fixed point
of the mapping f.
Remark 3. If f is a single-valued mapping it is enough to suppose that
 . n .sup T x, x s 1 and that lim C s s 0 for every s ) 0. Indeed, ifx -1 nª`
a ) 0 then for every u, ¨ g S
F 1 q a ) 1 y 1 q a . .  .u , ¨
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From this it follows easily that for every u, ¨ g M and every n g N
F n n C n 1 q a ) 1 y C n 1 q a . .  . .f u. , f ¨ .
n .  4Since lim C s s 0, for every s ) 0 it is easy to prove that xnª` n ng N
in Theorem 1 is a Cauchy sequence and that its limit is a fixed point of f.
 .  .COROLLARY 1. Let S, F, T be a complete Menger space, sup T x, xx -1
 .s 1, M be a closed and probabilistic bounded subset of S, and f : M ª cl M
 .  4a C, C -contraction which is densifying with respect to g g a , b . Then
there exists x g M such that x g fx.
Proof. It follows by Remark 1 that f is weakly demicompact.
 .We shall give an example of a C, C -contraction.
 .  .EXAMPLE 1. Let M, d be a separable metric space, V, S, P a
probability space and S the space of all classes of measurable mappings
 .     .from S into M. Let d X, Y s sup u; u G 0, u - P v ; v g V, d X v ,
 .. 44  .Y v ) u , for every X, Y g S the Ky Fan metric in S .
 .The topology induced by the metric d coincides with the « , l -topology
 . w xin the Menger space S, F, T , where 4L
F u s P v ; v g V , d X v , Y v - u . 4 .  .  . .X , Y
It is obvious that for every X, Y g S,
d X , Y s sup u; F u - 1 y u , u ) 0 . 4 .  .X , Y
 .  .Let f : S ª clb S the family of all closed bounded subsets of S be
such a mapping that
D fX , fY F C d X , Y , X , Y g S, .  . .
where D is the Hausdorff metric induced by d.
 .If C : R ª R is strictly increasing it follows that f is a C, Cq q
contraction.
 .Suppose that for some u ) 0 we have that F u ) 1 y u. Then fromX , Y
 .the definition of metric d it follows that d X, Y - u. Since C is strictly
  ..  .increasing we obtain that C d X, Y - C u , which implies that
 .  .D fX, fY - C u , i.e., that
sup inf d U, V - C u and sup inf d U, V - C u . .  .  .  .
VgfY VgfXUgfX UgfY
 .  .Hence for every U g fX there exists V g fY such that d U, V - C u ,
  ..  .which means that F C u ) 1 y C u .U, V
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5. APPLICATION ON THE EXISTENCE OF A RANDOM
FIXED POINT
We shall apply Theorem 1 to the operator equations of the form
X v s f X v , v , v g V , m V s 1, V g A, .  .  .0 0 0
 .where C, A, m is a measure space with a s-algebra A and
 .H-decomposable measure m, M, d a separable metric space, and
f : M = V ª M a random operator, which means that for every measur-
Ä Ä  . .able mapping X : V ª M, the mapping v ¬ f X v , v is measurable.
w x  .A set function m : A ª 0, 1 is continuous if m has properties a and
 .  .  .b where a and b are defined in the following way:
 .  4a For every sequence A from A such thatn ng N
A = A = ??? , m A s lim m A . .F1 2 n n / nª`ngN
 .  4b For every sequence A from A such thatn ng N
A : A : ??? , m A s lim m A . .D1 2 n n / nª`ngN
w xA set function m is H-decomposable 8, 20 with respect to a t-conorm
H if and only if for every A, B g A, A l B s B,
m A j B s m A H m B .  .  .
 .  .and m B s 0, m V s 1.
 .If a set function m satisfies b and m is H-decomposable then m is
s y H-decomposable, i.e.,
m A sH` m A .D n ns1 n /
ngN
 4for any sequence A of pairwise disjoint sets from A, wheren ng N
H` x s lim H n x .ks1 k ks1 k
nª`
A H-decomposable measure m is monotone, which means that A, B g
 .  .A, A : B implies m A F m B .
 .  w x.A H-decomposable measure m is of NSA -type see 20 if and only if
g ( m is a finite additive measure, where g is an additive generator of the
 w x.t-conorm H see 20 , which is continuous, non-strict, and Archimedean
  . .and with respect to which m is decomposable g 1 s 1 .
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If m is H-decomposable then m is a H-¨aluation which means that
m A j B H m A l B s m A H m B . .  .  .  .
 .LEMMA 1. Let m be of NSA -type, where the g strictly increase. Then for
e¨ery A, B g A,
m A l B G T m A , m B , .  .  . .
where T is a t-norm with generator h s 1 y g.
If , in addition
w xg x q g 1 y x s 1, for e¨ery x g 0, 1 , 7 .  .  .
then
w xT x , y s 1 y H 1 y x , 1 y y , for e¨ery x , y g 0, 1 . .  .
 .Proof. Since m is of NSA -type, g ( m is a finite additive measure and
so
y1m A l B s g g m A l B .  . .
G gy1 max 0, g ( m A q g ( m B y 1 4 .  . .
s hy1 min 1, h( m A q h( m B s T m A , m B , 4 .  .  .  . . .
where h s 1 y g is a generator of t-norm T.
 . y1  ..  w x.If g satisfies 7 we have that g 1 y g u s 1 y u u g 0, 1 . For
y1 w xu s g g 1 y x q g 1 y y x , y g 0, 1 .  . .  .
we obtain that
y1 y1g 1 y g g g 1 y x q g 1 y y s 1 y u .  . . .
and so
gy1 1 y g 1 y x y g 1 y y s 1 y gy1 g 1 y x q g 1 y y . .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .  .  .Since g 1 y x s 1 y g x , g 1 y y s 1 y g y we have that
gy1 g x q g y y 1 s 1 y gy1 g 1 y x q g 1 y y . .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .Hence T x, y s 1 y H 1 y x, 1 y y which means that T and H are in
the duality.
 4EXAMPLES. For the family of Yager's t-conorms Y , with thep pg 0, `.
 . pgenerators g x s x ,p
1rpp pY x , y s min 1, x q y , .  . 4p
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 4the family of t-norms T from Lemma 1 is given byp pg 0, `.
1rpp p 4T x , y s max x q y y 1, 0 . .  .p
If p / 1, Y and T are not in the duality.p p
 4For the family of Schweizer t-conorms S ,p pg 0, `.
1rpp p
S x , y s 1 y max 0, 1 y x q 1 y y y 1 , .  .  . . 5p
 .  . p  4with generators g x s 1 y 1 y x , the family of the t-norms Tp p pg 0, `.
from Lemma 1 is the family of Yager's t-norms
1rpp pJ x , y s 1 y min 1, 1 y x q 1 y y . .  .  . . 5p
 4For the family of Sugeno's t-conorms D , with generatorsl lg y1, `.
log 1 q l x .
g x s .l log 1 q l .
 4the corresponding family of t-norm T from Lemma 1 isl lg y1, `.
T x , y s hy1 h x q h y , .  .  . .l l l l
where
1 q l y1h x s log ? log 1 q l . .  . .l 1 q l x
 .  .If V, A, m is a measure space and M, d is a separable metric space,
by S we shall denote the set of all equivalence classes of measurable
mappings X : V ª M.
Ã Ã  .4An element from S will be denoted by X if X v g X.
 .LEMMA 2. Let V, A, m be a measure space, where m is a continuous
 .H-decomposable measure of NSA -type with monotone increasing generator
 .g. Then S, F, T is a Menger space, where F and t-norm T are gi¨ en in the
Ã Ã  . .following way F X, Y s F :Ã ÃX , Y
F u s m v ; v g V , d X v , Y v - u s m d X , Y - u 4 4 .  .  .  . .Ã ÃX , Y
Ã Ã .for e¨ery X, Y g S and
y1 w xT x , y s g max 0, g x q g y y 1 , x , y g 0, 1 . 4 .  .  .
q Proof. We have to prove that the mapping F maps S = S into D the
w x  .family of all distribution functions F : R ª 0, 1 , F 0 s 0, which are
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 . .monotone nondecreasing, left continuous, and lim F u s 1 so thatuª`
the following conditions are satisfied:
Ã Ã .  .i F u s 1, for every u ) 0 « X s Y.Ã ÃX , Y
Ã Ã .  .ii F s F , for every X, Y g S = S.Ã Ã Ã ÃX , Y Y , X
Ã Ã Ã .  .   .  ..  .iii F u q ¨ G T F u , F ¨ for every X, Y, Z g S =Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃX , Z X , Y Y , Z
S = S and every u, ¨ ) 0.
w xIt is obvious that F : R ª 0, 1 and since m is monotone, F isÃ Ã Ã ÃX , Y X , Y
 .  .monotone nondecreasing. Since F 0 s m B s 0, in order to proveÃ ÃX , Y
that F g Dq it remains to prove thatÃ ÃX , Y
lim F u s 1. .Ã ÃX , Y
uª`
  . 4  .Let A s d X, Y - n n g N . Then A : A : ??? and from then 1 2
 .continuity of m and m V s 1 it follows that
m A s m V s 1 s lim F n s lim F u . .  .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃD n X , Y X , Y / nª` uª`ngN
 .  .We shall prove that i holds. Since F u s 1, for every u ) 0 impliesÃ ÃX , Y
 .  .  .that F 1rn s 1, for every n g N we have that m A s 1 n g N ,Ã ÃX , Y n
  . 4   . 4where A s m d X, Y - 1rn . From d X, Y s 0 s F A and then ng N n
continuity of m it follows that
m d X , Y s 0 s lim m A s 1 4 .  .n
nª`
Ã Ãand so X s Y.
Ã Ã Ã .  .Let X, Y, Z g S = S = S and u, ¨ ) 0. We shall prove that iii holds.
  . 4   . 4   . 4Let A s d X, Y - u , B s d Y, Z - ¨ , C s d X, Z - u q ¨ .
 .Then A l B : C and since m is monotone we have that m A l B F
 .  .  .   .  ..m C . Lemma 1 implies that m C G m A l B G T m A , m B where
T is a t-norm given by
y1 w xT x , y s g max 0, g x q g y y 1 , x , y g 0, 1 . 4 .  .  . .
 .  w x.Remark 4. If the additive generator for H is g x s x x g 0, 1
 .  .  4then T x, y sT x, y smax x q y y 1, 0 . The probability measure m sL
 .  4P is H-decomposable, where H x, y s min x q y, 1 . Hence, Lemma 2
w xis a generalization of Drossos result from 4 .
 .  .LEMMA 3. Let V, A, m be as in Lemma 2 and M, d be a complete
 .separable metric space. Then S, F, T from Lemma 2 is a complete metric
space.
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Ã 4  .Proof. Suppose that X is a Cauchy sequence in S in the « , l -n ng N
 .topology. This means that for every « ) 0 and l g 0, 1 there exists
 .n « , l g N such that0
m d X , X - « s F « ) 1 y l . 4 . Ã Ãn nqp X , Xn nqp
 .for every n G n « , l and every p g N.0
 4  .Let « be a sequence from 0, 1 such that  « is convergent.k k g N k
 .  .Since g is continuous and g 1 s 1 it follows that there exists l g 0, 1k
 .  .  .  .k g N such that g 1 y l ) 1 y « k g N . Let N g N s g N bek k s
such that N - N - ??? and1 2
m d X , X - « ) 1 y l , n G N , p g N. 4 .n nqp s s s
  . 4  .Then g ( m d X , X - « ) g 1 y l ) 1 y « , for every s g N.N N s s ss sq1
 w x.Since the measure g ( m is finite additive see 20 we have that
g ( m d X , X ) « - 1 y g 1 y l - « , for every s g N. . 4 .N N s s ss sq1
If
B s d X , X ) « s g N , . 4 .s N N ss sq1
 .  .  .then we have that g ( m B - « s g N . Hence  g ( m B iss s sg N s
convergent. The Borel]Cantelli lemma implies that
g ( m v ; v g V , d X , X - ` s 1. . N N 5s sq1
sgN
Ã .Since M, d is a complete metric space, there exist X g S, V g A,0
 .g ( m V s 1 such that0
lim X v s X v , v g V . .  .N 0ssª`
Ã ÃSince g ( m is a probability measure it follows that X converges to Xn
Ã 4in the probability g ( m. This follows from the fact that X is a Cauchyn
sequence with respect to g ( m as well.
But the convergence in g ( m implies the convergence in m and so the
proof is complete.
Now, we have the main result of this section.
 .  .THEOREM 2. Let V, A, m be as in Lemma 2, M, d a complete
separable metric space, and f : M = V ª M be a random operator such that
Ã Ãthe following implication holds for a function C g M : For e¨ery X, Y g S and
u ) 0 we ha¨e
Ã Ãm d X , Y - u ) 1 y u « m d fX , fY - C u ) 1 y C u , 8 4 .  .  .  . . 5
Ã Ã . . w  . xwhere fX v s f X v , v , for e¨ery v g V, X g S.
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ÃIf f : S ª S is a demicompact mapping with respect to F from Lemma 2
then there exists a measurable mapping X : V ª M such that
X v s f X v , v , for e¨ery v g V , m V s 1. .  .  .0 0
 .Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3 it follows that S, F, T is complete Menger
space, where the t-norm T is defined by
y1 w xT x , y s g max 0, g x q g y y 1 , x , y g 0, 1 . 4 .  .  .
Ã .  .T is a continuous t-norm. Relation 8 means that f : S ª S is a C, C -
contraction with respect to F defined in Lemma 2 by
F u s m d X , Y - u . 4 .  .Ã ÃX , Y
Ã ÃÃ ÃHence, by Theorem 1 it follows that there exists X g S such that fX s X
Ã ÃÃ 4 . w  . x  .fX g fX . This means that f X v , v s X v a.e. with respect to m.
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